
 
 

 
 

 

Holiday Boutiques at The Elizabeth Collective / December 9 – 13, 2019 
 
Carolyn Rowan Accessories: Made with the finest leather, cashmere and wool and detailed 
with Swarovski beading and a chic use of colorful feathers, all of Ms. Rowan's accessories are 
created and designed in New York City. Her collection is distinguished by its easy elegance and 
sophistication making her stylish designs perfect for a variety of occasions.  
 
#CocktailHourWithGigi:  Gigi Grimstad’s fabulous collection of whimsical linens is designed 
to make perfect gifts and to cocktail hour more fun.  Her hand stitched linens often get the party 
started with their amusing sayings and comments.  Gigi is one of the New York and Nashville’s 
most fabulous hostesses, fashion world and food authorities. Her passion for entertaining, 
cooking and curating beautiful objects and decorations is well known.  
 
Dee Ocleppo:  Former fashion model and financier, Dee is married to famed designer, Tommy 
Hilfiger and totally engulfed in the fashion world.  Moved by the talent and pride of Italian 
artisans she met on her travels, Dee brought to the American market a collection of beautifully 
designed luxury handbags directly from the finest Italian manufacturers.  
 
Fernanda Carri: "The Faces of My Voice," exhibiting on the third and fourth floors, mixes the 
beginnings of her work with confessional art to present a metamorphosis series. Carri's oeuvre is 
an intimate demonstration of recurring themes in her life and journey. It includes a selection of 
her sculptures, ceramics and drawings. 
 
Iradj Moini: These one of a kind, enchanting pieces are handmade in his New York studio with 
either semi-precious stones or vintage artisanal crystals. Mr. Moini's true passion is creating 
unique, haute couture necklaces, earrings and brooches that are elegant and highly detailed. 
Many of his pieces have been featured in museum exhibitions and are worn by the most 
glamorous and stylish women in the world. 
 
Kim Seybert: Founded on the belief that just as beautiful clothes are designed to be worn, 
beautiful pieces can be designed for elaborate table settings. She has used her impressive design 
experience to craft a supremely stylish collection of fashionable items for the table with an 
emphasis on designs for the holidays and a modern way of entertaining.  
 
L’OBJET:  Founder and Creative Director, Elad Yifrach, was previously an interior designer in 
Beverly Hills.  He is a lifelong traveler with a unique global perspective whose tabletop accessories 



are born from the marriage of meticulous craftsmanship and timeless sensibility.  All are 
extremely unique and of the highest quality. Each piece has been touched by the hand of an 
artisan resulting in luxurious and functional works of art for the home and glamorous gifts for the 
holidays.   
 
Maison Gerard: A selection of exquisite bronze jewelry and accessories from renowned 
designers Line Vautrin and Jaimal Odedera. Both artisans offer highly original and imaginative 
pieces that challenge the way the medium is traditionally used.  
 
 
Marc Bernstein New York: Since 2002, artist and master craftsman Marc Bernstein has 
committed his talents to designing an ever-evolving collection of urban-chic jewelry and leather 
goods.  He produces highly individualized pieces in various colors often with unique hardware. 
 
Marjorelle Bespoke Leathers: Having fallen in love with Marrakech and spending several 
weeks there each year, Marjorie Gordon sources this sophisticated collection of leather garments 
directly from an atelier in Morocco that designs pieces in the highest European tradition.  All are 
meticulously hand crafted from the finest quality supple leathers and fine silks.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


